Where Do Objects Become Scenes?
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Regions tuned to individual visual categories, such as faces and objects, have been discovered in the later stages of the ventral visual pathway in the cortex. But most visual experience is composed of scenes, where multiple objects are interacting. Such interactions are readily described by prepositions or verb forms, for example, a bird perched on a birdhouse. At what stage in the pathway does sensitivity to such interactions arise? Here we report that object pairs shown as interacting, compared with their side-by-side depiction (e.g., a bird besides a birdhouse), elicit greater activity in the lateral occipital complex, the earliest cortical region where shape is distinguished from texture. Novelty of the interactions magnified this gain, an effect that was absent in the side-by-side depictions. Scene-like relations are thus likely achieved simultaneously with the specification of object shape.
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Introduction

The coding of relations among entities allows us to represent complex structures beyond what could be derived from a mere "bag" of items (Pinker 2007). In language, relations play the core role not only in syntax but also in minimal phrases as illustrated by the contrast of a "Venetian blind" with a "blind Venetian" (Miller 1965). Visually, a pair of objects can be depicted side by side or as interacting, for example, a cup "on" a chair. Such interactions markedly facilitate cued recall (chair?) compared with the side-by-side depictions (Epstein et al. 1960). Object interactions, readily described by prepositions or gerunds, for example, a hand "holding" a pen, are fundamental to visual cognition and appear to be immediately appreciated (Biederman et al. 1974, 1982; Biederman 1981; Green and Hummel 2006).

Interacting stimuli that have a meaningful functional relationship (e.g., a pitcher pouring water into a cup) enhance object identification (Green and Hummel 2004). In a visual search task with displays composed of pairs of objects, targets were detected more accurately when shown as an appropriate interaction than not (e.g., the pitcher pouring away from the cup). The cost of the number of display distractors could be reduced when nontarget pairs were interacting, as if each nontarget pair then acted as a single object rather than 2.

Green and Hummel (2006) further demonstrated that near simultaneous presentation of an object pair is required for their relations to facilitate object recognition. When 2 objects were presented sequentially with a short (100-ms) stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) so that the 2 could be grouped into a single percept, object identification was facilitated when they were depicted as interacting compared with when they were not. When SOA was increased to 250 ms, the 2 objects were perceptually segregated, and the facilitation of object identification was lost. If the relations between objects were encoded post-perceptually, the longer SOA should not have eliminated the benefit of the interactions.

Where in the brain are these visual relations registered? The ventral visual cortical pathway, generally regarded as the system mediating shape recognition, consists of a series of stages that can be distinguished through contrasting functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) activation to different classes of stimuli, such as objects, faces, and houses (Malach et al. 1995; Haxby et al. 1996; Kanwisher et al. 1997; Aguirre et al. 1998; Epstein and Kanwisher 1998). One candidate for the cortical locus for the coding of scene interactions is the parahippocampal place area (PPA). PPA is suggestive of scene processing in that it manifests a stronger response to images depicting spatial layouts than it does to individual objects (Epstein and Kanwisher 1998; Epstein et al. 1999; Epstein et al. 2003).

Recently Bar and colleagues have proposed that the parahippocampal cortex (PHC) that includes the PPA, processes contextual information such that objects (or faces) that have strong associations to a given scene context (e.g., a shopping cart for a supermarket), evokes greater activity than objects that are not associated with a particular setting, for example, a basket (Bar and Aminoff 2003; Bar 2004; Bar et al. 2008). Further, they have proposed that the posterior PHC (i.e., the PPA) encodes spatial contextual information. In this region, greater activity was observed for object triplets that were previously studied in the same spatial relations to each other than those that were not (Aminoff et al. 2006).

Lateral occipital complex (LOC), composed of the lateral occipital cortex (LO) and the posterior fusiform gyrus (pFs), is defined as the region that manifests a greater BOLD response to intact pictures of individual objects compared with their scrambled counterparts (Malach et al. 1995; Grill-Spector et al. 1999). The scrambled images resemble texture, and recent work documents that LOC is, indeed, the earliest stage in the ventral pathway where shape is distinguished from texture (Grill-Spector et al. 2001; Cant and Goodale 2007). LOC has been implicated as critical for shape recognition in that bilateral lesion to this area renders an individual deeply agnosic for shape, particularly for line drawings where inferences cannot be made on the bases of color or material properties (James et al. 2003). Insofar as LOC is posterior to PPA, it might be assumed to be earlier in the ventral pathway, although the precise time course of these areas and their sequential dependency, if any, have yet to be firmly determined. A simple hypothesis, consistent with the finding that activity in LOC to 2 simultaneously presented noninteracting objects can be well predicted by the average responses to the constituents presented singly (MacEvoy and Epstein 2009), is that LOC defines critical shapes that are then fed forward for scene-like
specification in PPA. This suggests that LOC would not differentiate between 2 objects presented as interacting or side by side.

An alternative hypothesis is that scene-like relations among the objects are specified in LOC, an account consistent with the subjective impression that objects and their relations are perceived simultaneously and relations among objects can facilitate or interfere (when incongruous) with the identification of the objects themselves (Biederman 1972; Biederman et al. 1974, 1982; Green and Hummel 2004, 2006). Biederman (1981) demonstrated that the identification of a scene could readily be achieved by the structure of the objects, even when the contours of the objects comprising that scene were so degraded that they could not be identified when presented in isolation. LOC has also recently been shown to be particularly sensitive to the relative positions of 2 objects (Hayworth et al. forthcoming) and important in coding the relative relations between multiple parts within an object (Behrmann et al. 2006).

We examined activity in functionally defined regions of interest (ROIs), PPA, and LOC as well as control ROIs such as early visual retinotopic areas and potentially attention-sensitive regions—the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Wojcikul and Kanwisher 1999; Kanwisher and Wojcikul 2000; Riddoch et al. 2003) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)—as subjects viewed a series of scenes. Each scene consisted of a pair of objects presented either side by side (e.g., a bird and a birdhouse), or interacting with each other (e.g., the bird perched on the birdhouse), similar to the stimuli of Epstein et al. (1960) (Fig. 1a). In half of the scenes, the stimuli were paired in either familiar or novel depictions (e.g., a bird perched on an ear).

In all experiments, differences in the effects of the variables—larger BOLD responses to interacting than side-by-side depictions and to novel over familiar interactions (but not for side-by-side conditions)—were consistently evident in LOC but not in PPA. A supporting electroencephalography (EEG) study that sought to examine the time course of the scene-like interaction effects (see Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2) also showed that the sensitivity to object interactions was not apparent in any area prior to that of the occipital-temporal area, roughly corresponding to LOC.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

In the MRI experiments, 25 subjects (all right handed, 12 males, mean age of 25.7 years, range 19–30, n = 9 for Experiment 1, n = 6 for Experiment 2, and n = 10 for Experiment 3) were scanned at the Dana and David Dornsife Cognitive Neuroscience Imaging Center at the University of Southern California (USC). All subjects were screened for safety and gave informed consent in accordance with the procedures approved by USC’s Institutional Review Board.

Stimuli

Stimuli were selected from a set of 96 line drawings of individual objects. These were combined, pairwise, to make 48 different 2-object scenes. Each scene depicted the 2 objects either as interacting (Inter) in half of the blocks or side by side (Side) in the other half. The objects could be a familiar (Fam) pair, in that they could be expected to co-occur, or novel (Novel), with a low probability of co-occurrence (for a listing of the pairs, see Supplementary Table 3). The interacting scenes subtended an average of 5.1° × 4.9° (width × height) presented centrally for Experiments 1 and 2 and presented 3° to the left or right side of fixation for Experiment 3. The 2 side-by-side objects were depicted at their appropriate real-world relative sizes, which were the same as their sizes when interacting, subtending on average of 3.6° × 3.1° in Experiments 1 and 2 and in approximately equal sizes (typically by enlarging the smaller of the 2 objects) subtending on average of 4.9° × 4.4° for Experiment 3 (see Fig. 3b). This manipulation allowed an assessment as to whether the BOLD response to the side-by-side depictions might be increased if the objects were presented at equivalent sizes. Each of the side-by-side objects in all experiments were positioned such that their center was 3° left and right of fixation chosen randomly with equal probability on both sides. Stimuli were presented as black line drawings on a white background.

Behavioral Task in the Scanner

In Experiments 1 and 2, subjects detected if there was a repeat of a scene within a block. At the end of each block, when prompted with a question mark, the subject responded with 1 of 2 buttons indicating whether there was or was not a repeat. A repeat occurred in 53% of the blocks counterbalanced across the 4 conditions. In Experiment 3, subjects performed an odd-man out task where they counted how many instances in each block only a single object appeared. At the end of the block, subjects responded with a button press if they saw 0, 1, or 2 instances. Presentation of only single objects occurred in 11% of all trials, equally distributed across the 4 conditions. The task was changed in Experiment 3 to test whether the pattern of responses in the ROIs would differ with an alternative task.

Both the one-back and odd-man-out tasks were orthogonal to the major variables in that subjects did not need to pay attention to the relationship between the 2 objects or the familiarity of their pairing to perform the task accurately. Subjects were instructed (and frequently reminded) to maintain central fixation throughout the experiment.

Imaging Parameters and MRI Analyses

Scanning was performed with a Siemens MAGNETOM Trio 3-T scanner with a standard 12-channel coil. Responses were recorded with an MRI compatible button box. One anatomical and 6 functional scans were run for each subject. High-resolution T1-weighted structural scans with the magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo sequence were acquired with time repetition (TR) = 1950 ms, time echo (TE) = 2.26 ms, 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels, and 160 sagittal slices. The functional images were collected using a T2*-weighted echo planar sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, field of view = 224, flip angle = 90°, voxel size = 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm, and 32 transversal slices.

Each experimental run was composed of 12 blocks lasting approximately 6.0 min for Experiment 1 and 2 and 5.6 min for Experiment 3. Each block consisted of 10 trials (stimuli) for Experiment 1 and 2 and 9 trials for Experiment 3. Within a run, an equal number of the 4 conditions were presented in a Latin-square block design: Novel-Inter, Fam-Inter, Novel-Side, and Fam-Side. This resulted in a total of 18 blocks per condition. Each run started and ended with 6 s of fixation dot, and each block was separated by 10 s of a fixation dot to allow the hemodynamic response to return to baseline before the start of the next block. Within a block, each scene was presented for 1500 ms, followed by 500 ms of the fixation dot in Experiments 1 and 3. In Experiment 2, each scene was presented for 200 ms followed by 1800 ms of fixation dot. BOLD responses for the 4 main conditions were examined in functionally and anatomically defined ROIs, LOC (composed of LO and pFs), PPA, IPS, DLPFC, and early visual areas (V1, V2, and V4).

All functional imaging runs were preprocessed using the BrainVoyager software package (Brain Innovation BV) including slice scan time correction with sinc interpolation, 3-dimensional motion correction with trilinear interpolation, spatial smoothing with 4-mm full-width at half-max Gaussian filter, and temporal filtering using a high-pass filter of 3 cycles over the run’s length for linear trend removal. All functional images were coregistered to each individual subject’s anatomical scan. The anatomical scans were transformed into Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux 1988), on which all the statistical analyses were performed.
The average response for each condition was computed as a percent signal change by using the averaged value of the BOLD signal at seconds –4 to 0 preceding the start of each block as the baseline. For a given ROI for each subject, all voxels’ responses were averaged, and the average peak hemodynamic responses were calculated from time points 6-24 s for Experiments 1 and 2 and 6-22 s for Experiment 3 (corresponding to the number of trials for a given experiment) after the start of each block.

With the peak responses for each condition, a repeated-measures 2 × 2 analysis of variance with Relations (Inter vs. Side) and Novelty (Novel vs. Fam) were performed in all ROIs with \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

**ROI Procedure**

Two additional block-designed localizer scans (approximately 3.5 min each) were run to define LOC, PPA, and IPS for each subject. Each run was composed of sixteen 12-s blocks with alternating blocks between intact objects, places, faces, and scrambled images. Each image subtended a visual angle of 6° × 6° presented centrally. Subjects were asked to passively view the stimuli.

For each subject, LOC was defined by comparing the BOLD activations of the conjunction contrast of object minus places and object minus scrambled with a \( t \)-map threshold of \( P < 0.05 \), Bonferroni corrected. These LOC voxels were then divided into 2 subregions, LO, and PFs based on anatomical location as described previously (Grill-Spector et al. 1999; Kourtzi et al. 2003; Haushofer et al. 2008). LO, the posterior part of LOC, was defined as those voxels in the most dorsal-caudal part of LOC. PFs, the anterior part of LOC, was defined as those nonoverlapping voxels anterior and ventromedial to LO. PPA was
defined by the conjunction contrast of places minus objects and places minus scrambled with the same \( t \) map threshold (Fig. 1c).

The sizes and locations of these ROIs varied across subjects. The mean volume for each ROI and the mean peak activation coordinates in Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) are shown in Supplementary Table 1.

Functional and Anatomical Localizer for IPS and DLPFC

Using the same functional localizer scans for defining LOC and PPA, IPS was defined functionally and anatomically as those voxels in the intraparietal region showing greater activity to objects minus scrambled blocks with a \( t \) map threshold of \( P < 0.05 \), Bonferroni corrected. This method of defining IPS was similar to that used by Xu and colleagues (Xu and Chun 2006; Xu 2008). IPS was defined in 23 of 25 subjects.

Using 1 of the 6 main experimental functional scans, DLPFC was functionally and anatomically defined as those voxels showing greater activation to all of the main experimental conditions minus fixation in the dorsolateral region of the frontal cortex. The same \( t \) map threshold was used. The functional run used to define DLPFC was excluded in examining the differences in BOLD responses to the experimental conditions to avoid potential circular analysis giving rise to invalid statistical results, (Kriegeskorte et al. 2009). DLPFC was defined in all subjects.

Retinotopic Areas

Standard retinotopic maps were acquired for 10 of the subjects run in the fMRI experiments (2 from Experiment 1, 3 from Experiment 2, and 5 from Experiment 3) in separate scan sessions. Two functional runs with flashing checkerboard wedge stimuli were run to define V1, V2, and V4 boundaries by utilizing a standard voxel-wise correlation method (Sereno et al. 1995; Engel et al. 1997). Details of imaging parameters are described in the Supplementary Material.

Results

For each experiment, results in LOC and PPA, the 2 main ROIs, are reported first. In subsequent sections, results in control ROIs including early visual areas, IPS, and DLPFC are reported followed by results from a whole-brain contrast analysis.

Experiment 1

All of our experiments showed virtually identical patterns of response to the experimental conditions in LO and pFs, and only the peak responses for LO are shown in Figure 1d (and in subsequent figures). Although there was a slight reduction in the number of contrasting pixels in the interacting images (when contours overlapped), the interacting objects nonetheless elicited a larger BOLD signal than their side-by-side versions, in LO, \( F_{1,8} = 4.135, P < 0.001 \), and in pFs, \( F_{1,8} = 5.36, P < 0.05 \). The novel interactions elicited greater activation than the familiar interactions (\( t_6 = 2.72, P = 0.03 \) for LO and \( t_6 = 2.45, P = 0.04 \) for pFs) but not for the side-by-side depictions (both \( R_{w1} > 1.00 \)), producing a significant Relation x Novelty interaction in LO, \( F_{1,8} = 8.75, P = 0.02 \), and in pFs, \( F_{1,9} = 8.47, P < 0.02 \) (see Fig. 1d).

Unlike LOC, PPA (Fig. 1e) did not show a greater response to the interacting than side-by-side conditions, \( F_{1,8} < 1.00 \), and did not show a statistical interaction between Relations and Novelty, \( F_{1,8} = 1.68, P = 0.23 \). Although typically PPA has been shown to be activated by scenes (or places), spatial structure, or contextual processing of objects (Epstein and Kanwisher 1998; Epstein et al. 1999, 2003; Bar 2004; Aminoff et al. 2006), the scene-like interaction effects were only evident in LOC.

Accuracy on the one-back task was high (96.4%) and did not differ across conditions (\( Fs \) for all comparisons < 1.00).

Experiment 2: Brief Exposure Duration

Although subjects were instructed to maintain central fixation at all times, it is possible that some subjects on some trials did not. To control for potential eye movements as an account of the activity pattern in LOC, an experiment was run with 6 subjects with a presentation duration of only 200 ms (vs. 1500 ms in Experiment 1), followed by a 1800-ms fixation dot. All other parameters were the same as before.

As in Experiment 1, subjects were highly accurate in the behavioral task in the scanner (92.4%), and none of the comparisons between conditions showed a difference in performance (\( Fs \) for all comparisons \( \leq 1.00 \)).

fMRI results are shown in Figure 2. Consistent with the previous experiment, the Inter conditions still showed a significantly greater BOLD response than the Side conditions in both LO, \( F_{1,5} = 9.26, P = 0.03 \), and pFs, \( F_{1,5} = 6.71, P < 0.05 \). There was a trend toward the novel stimuli producing greater activity than the familiar ones in the interacting but not the side-by-side conditions, but this interaction fell short of significance in LO, \( F_{1,5} = 4.81, P = 0.08 \), and pFs, \( F_{1,5} = 4.30, P = 0.09 \). In PPA, the Inter conditions did not produce a greater BOLD responses than the Side conditions, \( F_{1,5} = 1.84, P = 0.23 \). The statistical interaction of Relations and Novelty also was not reliable in PPA, \( F_{1,5} = 1.67, P = 0.26 \).

Even with a brief presentation duration, rendering it unlikely that subjects were making eye movements during the stimulus presentation, the interacting conditions still produced greater activity in LOC than the side-by-side conditions. It is thus highly unlikely that the pattern of responses in LOC is due to differential eye movements across conditions.

Figure 2. Experiment 2: Brief exposure duration. Peak BOLD responses are shown for LO (a) and PPA (b) for Experiment 2 where each scene was presented for 200 ms to reduce eye movements during stimulus presentations. LO showed a pattern of responses similar to that of Experiment 1. \( *P < 0.05 \).
**Experiment 3: Control for Foveal Overrepresentation**

In Experiments 1 and 2, interacting objects were presented centrally while the side-by-side objects flanked central fixation. Could the greater BOLD activation of interacting objects be due to foveal overrepresentation in the cortex? In Experiment 3, interacting objects were presented off-center, either to the left or to the right of fixation chosen randomly, matching one of the positions of the side-by-side objects (Fig. 3a). If foveal overrepresentation was affecting the BOLD results, LOC should now be expected to show greater BOLD responses to the side by side than the interacting conditions, since the interacting stimuli were presented off-center and reduced in size by 50% compared with the side-by-side images. Experiment 3 also provided a test as to whether the performance of a different task (odd-man out), and presenting the objects in the Side condition at equal (rather than real-world relative sizes), would alter the pattern of results in LOC.

As in previous experiments, LO and pFs (Fig. 3c) showed significantly greater BOLD responses to the Inter than the Side conditions in LO, $F_{1,9} = 67.14, P < 0.001$, and pFs, $F_{1,9} = 52.44, P < 0.001$. Again, the greater BOLD responses to the novel than familiar were present only for the interacting objects (LO: $b_1 = 2.72, P = 0.03$ and pFs: $b_2 = 3.72, P < 0.01$) and not for the side-by-side depictions (both $b_2 < 1.00$), producing a significant Relation × Novelty interaction in LO, $F_{1,9} = 6.01, P < 0.05$, and pFs, $F_{1,9} = 5.35, P < 0.05$. This time, PPA also showed a greater response to the interacting than side-by-side conditions, $F_{1,9} = 12.43, P < 0.01$, but not a reliable statistical interaction of Relations and Novelty, $F_{1,9} = 2.69, P = 0.14$. The magnitude of the Inter minus Side conditions in PPA, however, was markedly smaller than that of LO, $b_1 = 3.90, P < 0.01$, and pFs, $b_2 = 3.65, P < 0.01$.

Subjects’ performance on the odd-man out task was high, 92.5%, and did not differ across conditions ($P$s for all comparisons $< 1.00$).

**Early Visual Areas, IPS, and DLPFC**

To address whether the effects witnessed in LOC could be fed forward from earlier visual areas, we examined activity in V1, V2, and V4 (Fig. 4a). Unlike LOC, the earliest visual areas did not show a reliable difference for Inter versus Side conditions ($V1: F_{1,9} < 1.00, V2: F_{1,9} = 1.69, P = 0.23$). Although consistent with prior findings (e.g., Kobatake and Tanaka 1994; Grill-Spector et al. 1998), V4, which is adjacent to LO, did show a trend partially reflecting LOC tuning for the Inter versus Side comparison ($F_{1,9} = 2.80, P = 0.13$). There was no main effect of Novelty or a reliable Relations × Novelty interaction in any of the regions ($0.39 < P_s < 0.87$). LOC for these subjects evidenced the same pattern of results as the other subjects. The pattern of results in LOC was not generated by feed-forward activity from early visual areas.

IPS, an area associated with attentional processes (Wojciulik and Kanwisher 1999; Kanwisher and Wojciulik 2000), did not show a consistent pattern of responses across experiments. The main effect of Relations (Fig. 4b) was not evident in Experiments 1 and 2 ($F_{1,7} = 1.00$ and $F_{1,7} = 2.17, P = 0.20$, respectively) but was reliable in Experiment 3 ($F_{1,8} = 19.96, P < 0.01$). Unlike that of LOC, IPS did not show a reliable interaction between Relations and Novelty in any of the experiments (Experiment 1: $F_{1,7} = 3.01, P = 0.12$; Experiment 2: $F_{1,5} = 2.26, P = 0.19$; and Experiment 3: $F_{1,8} < 1.00$). The pattern of responses in LOC was not evident in IPS across the experiments, rendering it implausible that feedback from this area generated the pattern in LOC.

The novel interactions, which might have been expected to attract attention in IPS, did not reliably produce greater activation than the familiar ones in IPS in any of the experiments (Experiment 1: $F_{1,7} = 3.30, P = 0.12$; Experiment 2: $F_{1,5} < 1.00$; and Experiment 3: $F_{1,8} = 2.57, P = 0.15$). Recent studies have shown that activity in the inferior IPS, functionally defined in a manner similar to our definition, increased with the number of objects (or grouped objects) present, regardless of the complexity of the stimuli (Xu and Chun 2006; Xu 2008). Given this result, if anything, IPS should have shown greater responses to the side by side than interacting stimuli, in that the side by side displays presented 2 positionally distinct objects whereas the interacting stimuli

---

**Figure 3.** Experiment 3: Control for foveal overrepresentation. (a) The interacting conditions (Novel-Inter and Fam-Inter) in Experiment 3 were presented off-center, matching one of the positions of the side-by-side objects. (b) The objects in the side-by-side conditions which were matched in relative sizes in Experiments 1 and 2, were presented in equivalent absolute sizes in Experiment 3. The average peak hemodynamic responses in (c) LO and (d) PPA. **$P < 0.001$, ***$P < 0.01$,* $P < 0.05$.**
could be regarded as 1 (complex) object. That we did not observe this pattern also suggests that IPS was influenced by the pattern of activity in LOC rather than the reverse.

Like IPS, DLPFC’s responses were highly inconsistent across experiments (Fig. 4c) and did not reflect the pattern of results in LOC. In Experiments 1 and 2, DLPFC did not show a greater BOLD response to the interacting than side-by-side conditions, Experiment 1: $F_{1,8} < 1.00$ and Experiment 2: $F_{1,5} = 2.21$, $P = 0.20$. In Experiment 3, however, there was a significant main effect of Relations, $F_{1,9} = 45.34$, $P < 0.001$. DLPFC did show a somewhat greater activity to novel than familiar conditions in Experiment 1, $F_{1,8} = 3.39$, $P = 0.10$, and Experiment 2, $F_{1,5} = 11.61$, $P = 0.02$, but not in Experiment 3, $F_{1,9} < 1.00$. Unlike LOC, the Novelty effect was the same for Inter and Side conditions so that in none of the experiments was the interaction of Relations and Novelty in DLPFC reliable; $F_{1,8} = 1.86$, $P = 0.21$ for Experiment 1; $F_{1,5} = 1.49$, $P = 0.28$ for Experiment 2; and $F_{1,9} < 1.00$ for Experiment 3.

**Whole-Brain Contrast Analysis**

A whole-brain analysis was done to test if any areas either overlapping with the independently defined ROIs or regions possibly missed by the ROI analyses were differentially activated by the conditions. The functional data from the 15 subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 (that had the same behavioral task and stimulus display size and position) were concatenated to increase power, and the contrast of Inter minus Side was done with a threshold of $P < 0.05$, Bonferroni corrected. This contrast resulted in only one bilateral region in the ventral pathway (peak activation Talairach coordinates: 31, −83, −4 for the right and −38, −81, −5 for the left patch) located near LOC (as referenced by the peak Talairach coordinates of LO and pFs in Supplementary Table 1). In Figure 5, the right activation

---

**Figure 4.** BOLD responses for retinotopic areas, IPS, and DLPFC. Retinotopic early visual areas V1, V2, and V4 are represented in one subject’s inflated left hemisphere (a). These regions did not reliably manifest any of the effects seen in LOC. BOLD responses in IPS (b) and DLPFC (c) were inconsistent across experiments. **P < 0.001, *P < 0.01, *P < 0.05.**
with the independently defined LOC (c, defined with independent functional localizers, are shown on the same subject’s brain in (b). The activation patch revealed by the contrast analysis overlaps well with the independently defined LOC (c).

The whole-brain contrast of Novel minus Familiar did not reveal any regions of activation.

Discussion

In all the fMRI experiments, we witnessed the identical signatures of scene-like relations in LOC: significantly greater activation from interacting compared with side-by-side depictions and an additional boost from the novelty of the interaction. The pattern was clearly due to neither feedforward activity from early visual areas nor a function of eye movements (given that it was also manifested with a brief exposure duration), foveal overrepresentation, or difficulty in object identification. With respect to the last factor, an experiment (see Supplementary Material) in which subjects named both objects in a briefly presented display showed that naming accuracy of the 2 objects in the Inter conditions was not more difficult than in the Side conditions.

PPA showed an inconsistent and markedly weaker pattern of BOLD responses than LOC, suggesting that PPA is not the locus of the interaction effect. That there might be a dependency of PPA on LOC is suggested by an fMRI finding with D.F., a deeply shape agnostic individual with bilateral LOC lesions. It is clear that without LOC, there is no shape—object or scene—perception, even with PPA intact (James et al. 2003; Steeves et al. 2004). D.F. is not only deeply shape agnostic but also has no capacity for recognition of line drawings of objects (such as those presented in the present experiments) but she is also critically impaired in scene classification when the scenes are devoid of color information, that is, allowing D.F. to completely rely on shape or spatial relations between shapes within the scene (Steeves et al. 2004). PPA has recently been shown to be sensitive to texture or high spatial frequency information that characterize object details (Rajimehr et al. 2008). By using line drawings that, nonetheless, clearly depicted the relations among objects, our study likely reduced that portion of PPA activity driven by texture.

What about feedback from the parietal cortex? Activity patterns in IPS, an area associated with attentional processes (Wojciulik and Kanwisher 1999; Kanwisher and Wojciulik 2000; Riddoch et al. 2003), were not consistent with that of LOC, rendering it implausible that feedback from IPS generated the pattern of responses in LOC. Moreover, the novel interactions did not produce greater activation than the familiar ones in IPS in any of the experiments. A supporting EEG experiment (in Supplementary Material) showed that the parietal region did not manifest an earlier divergence of the interacting versus side-by-side conditions than the LOC region, further eliminating the possibility that effects seen in LOC are a direct consequence of parietal cortex activity.

Consistent with the interpretation that the scene effects do not arise in the parietal cortex is the finding that patients with parietal lesions who show extinction, an attentional phenomenon where they fail to report the stimulus presented on the contralesional side due to competition with a stimulus shown on the ipsilesional side, demonstrate significant recovery when an object pair is depicted as interacting (e.g., a wine bottle pouring into a wineglass) than presented side by side (Riddoch et al. 2003, 2006). It is likely that these patients are utilizing their intact ventral streams to organize the 2 stimuli into a single entity by encoding the relations between the 2 objects. This grouping is visual rather than a post-visual semantic effect (Green and Hummel 2006): there was no recovery of extinction to pairs of objects with similar semantic information but not interacting, for example, a pen and a pencil (Riddoch et al. 2003).

Like IPS, DLPFC’s activity was inconsistent across experiments and did not show the pattern of responses that characterized LOC. Lesions to prefrontal areas do not result in deficits in scene perception, or in vision, for that matter. Rather the deficits they present are in planning, problem solving, and reasoning (e.g., Milner and Petrides 1984; Delis et al. 1992; Bechara et al. 1994). Whatever the feedback from prefrontal cortex to LOC, it would seem implausible that such feedback was casual to the pattern seen in LOC.

Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, where LOC was the only area that evidenced a larger BOLD response to the Inter than Side conditions, in Experiment 3 PPA, IPS, and DLPFC joined LOC in evidencing that effect. Whether sensitivity to object interactions in regions other than LOC is dependent on stimulus position (for PPA, Levy et al. 2001, 2004) or task remains to be investigated.

**Figure 5.** Whole-brain contrast analysis. The contrast of Inter minus Side conditions is shown on one representative subject’s brain in the right hemisphere (a). LOC (in red) and pFs (in blue), defined with independent functional localizers, are shown on the same subject’s brain in (b). The activation patch revealed by the contrast analysis overlaps well with the independently defined LOC (c).
determined. That these regions did not show an interaction of Relations and Novelty in any of the experiments suggests that this neural signature seen in LOC is specific to this region. The consistency of the effects of object relations and novel interactions in LOC across all experiments also shows that LOC activity is robust across subtle differences in stimulus size, presentation, and tasks.

The greater response to interacting pairs is inconsistent with the characterization of activity in LOC as a simple average of the BOLD responses produced by the individual objects (MacEvoy and Epstein 2009). Instead, LOC is clearly sensitive to the relations among objects. One possibility is that the distinctive relation of each interacting pair (e.g., perching) activated additional associations, and it is this activity that magnified the BOLD response. Consistent with this view is that LOC has been shown to encode relative positions among objects (Hayworth et al. forthcoming) and that its responses are greater for structured versus random sequences of shapes (Turk-Browne et al. 2008).

Similarly, it is possible that the familiar (vs. novel) relations have already undergone competitive learning, which would be expected to diminish neural activity. That is, initially strongly responsive neurons may inhibit ones more weakly activated, an explanation that has been advanced to account for the reduction of the BOLD signal observed in longer term priming experiments (Schacter and Buckner 1998). When objects are presented side by side, objects may be encoded as a list or a simple conjunction (i.e., “and”), both already well-adapted relations. That none of the experiments showed a difference in BOLD responses to the novel versus familiar pairings in the side-by-side condition suggests that the effects shown in LOC are not driven by the semantics of the objects as would be expected from the finding that adaptation in LOC is not sensitive to the semantic category of individual objects (Kim et al. 2009). However, DLPPC, which showed a main effect of novelty (in Experiments 1–2), may have been driven by the semantics of the object pairs. This is consistent with the findings that the prefrontal cortex is sensitive to semantic categories of objects (Freedman et al. 2001, 2003).

The interactions define the functional relations between objects even for the novel pairs where the interactions were plausible (e.g., a bird perched on an ear) as in the stimuli of Epstein et al. (1960). Recent studies have indicated that LOC shows sensitivity to action relatedness of objects (Roberts and Humphreys 2010; Valyear and Culham 2010). The stimulus set used in the current experiments (see Supplementary Table 3) consisted of both action-related pairs, for example, a butterfly being caught by a net or a dust brush dusting an oven, and non-action-related pairs, for example, a cup on a saucer and a plant on a chair. Given the recent fMRI findings, it is possible that action relatedness played a role in the scene-like interaction effect for both the familiar and novel pairs. This is consistent with Roberts and Humphreys’ (2010) results that both familiar and unfamiliar object pairs showed greater activity in LOC when positioned to interact than when they were not interacting and regardless of whether the subjects were paying attention to the stimuli. Given that our pairs included both types of items (in approximately equal proportions) mixed together, additional research will be necessary to determine the extent to which action relatedness may have played a role.

Could difficulty of object identification produce the scene-like interaction effects? This seems unlikely as previous behavioral experiments showed the opposite pattern; subjects show greater efficiency of object recognition/encoding when presented as interacting compared with not interacting (Epstein et al. 1960; Green and Hummel 2004, 2006). As noted previously, a behavioral experiment (see Supplementary Material) showed that the accuracy of object identification did not differ between the Inter and Side conditions, suggesting that the BOLD response to the 2 conditions in LOC cannot be explained by differences in difficulty of object naming.

Conclusions

Neuroimaging studies examining LOC’s properties have largely been based on displays of single objects (e.g., Grill-Spector et al. 1999; Vuilleumier et al. 2002). The present results provide clear evidence that there is a distinct, robust signature in LOC of the interactions between objects. The processing of these relations appears to be obligatory in that none of the tasks required their processing. The picture that emerges is one in which scene-like relations are not inferred at some stage following object identification but are likely achieved simultaneously with the specification of object shape.
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Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.oxfordjournals.org/.
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